Stay Hall Plans Proceed

By Bob Schonfeld

Although some difficulties are being encountered by the Stay Hall Committee in filling quotas, plans are moving ahead for the development of half-life in the three experimental stay halls. The committee plans to continue the number of new members to its sponsors and to active sponsors next September, the first of its two elections to know one another. Half of the offices in Alumni and Dillon will be elected this month. A special room in Farley will probably be set aside as a common room.

Tutoring and a system of academic advisors will be set up. The committee hopes to obtain a recreation room in each of the halls. Also being given consideration is a system of associating particular faculty members with each of the halls. According to statistics released by the Stay Hall Committee prior to selection of rooms at Student Accounts, Alumni had practically filled its quota, Dillon had filled a major part, while Farley had yet to experience the response expected.

In Dillon, 60 seniors-to-be (65 quota), 75 juniors-to-be (74 quota), and 126 sophomores-to-be (117 quota) led picked rooms, with the last 150 of the freshmen to be filled, Alumni had 72 seniors-to-be (80 quota), 68 juniors (78 quota), 92 sophomores (92 quota) plus 60 freshmen. Farley had 65 seniors-to-be (of a 78 quota), only 21 juniors (of 77), 116 sophomores (of 116). In addition to 84 freshmen.

Room selection procedures for the experimental halls turned out to be complicated matters. According to Stay Hall as it was worked, choosing of rooms was ended.

Student Trip Committee Announces Schedule

Notre Dame students will travel next October to New York to witness the renewal of one of the nation's most famous football rivalries. The Irish will meet the C olts from West Point October 9, at Shea Stadium, and Student Tippeppers will be in hand for the contest.

The Student Trip Committee reports that because of the Notre Dame-Military Academy game agreement, ND students will have access to tickets only through the student trip, however, the student trip will get first choice of the seats allotted to Notre Dame in Shea Stadium.

The price of the trip is $72, with $10 deposits being taken next Sunday and Wednesday in Room SC and 6 of the La Fertante Student Center. The balance will be paid during the summer.

The trip will leave by plane on Friday afternoon and will arrive at the Newark Airport, Bussey will then carry the students to the Governor Clinton Hotel, which will be the student trip headquarters. That night there will be a mixer with 26 girls schools.

The student trip committee promises after-the-game victory urial, night "parties galore".

Exec. Council Holds Meeting

The Executive Council of student government, which was created in the new constitution passed by the Senate last week, held its first meeting last Sunday night.

According to Minch Lewis, the new student body president, the group will be "particularly helpful in fostering intercollege and interclass cooperation".

The group will also be useful "as an advisory group, offering constructive criticism," Lewis added. He said that the principal matter discussed at the first meeting was the role of the Executive Council in student government.

Lewis explained that the new student government constitution is now effective but that Bylaws have not yet been written by the senate. However, the Bylaws will be formulated and passed before the end of the school year.

Lewis expressed the hope that the Executive Council will be "guaranteed parliametary privileges in the Senate as they very much need it".

Lewis noted that members of the Executive Council are either administrative or quasi-administrative officers in the groups they represent, including the college senators who preside over the college advisory boards.
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Notre Dame will institute an exchange program next year with Xavier University, a Catholic college in Cincinnati, Ohio, as a result of the joint efforts of John Steen, a co-chairman of the program, has set 460 volunteers as his goal for a 2 to 3 ratio of advisors to freshmen.

In addition to the conventional counseling chores, this year's advisors have been known to help their freshmen get dates, organize football teams, and the like.
The Idea of A University

The exclusion of science and engineering majors from many of the courses in the College of Arts and Letters is a serious limitation of their university education. This period of pre-registration reminds us of this exclusion and it reminds us of the problem which it represents.

The goal of a university, that each student should receive a complete education directed at his entire person, becomes more and more difficult to realize because of the necessity for specialization. Perhaps the only possible compromise is to require that science and engineering students take more courses in the Arts and Letters, and vice-versa, and then to hope that their contact with students on campus outside their specialty will lead them to fill those gaps in their formal education. Consider the situation of the science and engineering student we see that this compromise means 1) they must be able to take stimulating courses outside their field, 2) these courses must be taken in contact with students of different majors, except in the most superficial sense of physical proximity. Any contact which could bridge the gap is lacking. Seminar to be the ideal way of bringing about a contact of free exchange. But science and engineering students are completely excluded from all seminars.

3) This lack of contact on the academic level leads to a isolation of the courses outside the classroom. This isolation seems detrimental to the engineer, to the English major, to the science major - to every student.

The situation with course selection aggravates the problems of exclusion by isolating those who have already very decided interests outside their field of study. It also aggravates the problem by failing to place other students in a situation (e.g. Seminar) where they might best develop interests outside their fields.

There is no question but that most courses are open to all; but in particular cases and seminars in general a policy of exclusion has proved a serious problem. Dean Rossini of the College of Science is considering arrangements with the A.L. College to remedy the situation. There seems little reason why such a remedy cannot be quickly found and current restrictions removed in the future.

No Study Nights?

According to a recent announcement by the Office of Academic Affairs, the exam schedule has again been revised. Under the new arrangements, two final exam periods will be scheduled for Ascension Thursday night. This latest action, coupled with the prior scheduling of finals on Friday night, brings into question the very future of Friday night.

Last year, after agitation by the Voice and with considerable student support, a two final exam period was scheduled. Now, however, the period appears to be caught in a squeeze between administration demands for a shorter term and student-faculty requests for two hour exams.

Mr. Leo Corbaci, Assistant for Academic Affairs, claims that no attempt is being made by the administration to phase out the reading period. He admits, however, that no change in the schedule is contemplated for the future.

The administration could have scheduled the exams on Wednesday night and Friday night instead. If this actually is an attempt to quietly and undeservedly dispose of the reading period, it should be resisted. But the administration should realize that the student is strongly behind the reading period and wishes to have it continue.

Dear Sir,

I was very disappointedAT that the Academic Calendar will not be changed for next year. The proposed change would not have been a complete support as well as that of the students and faculty alike. I was not at all opposed to starting school earlier in September, but I did believe the first exam before Christmas. This arranges the Christmas vacation equivalent to an extended semester break with no two exams within one week's time! The extra days that we would have during Christmas break would make it worthwhile to go home and may a little longer than usual. I would have liked to have the time to study and sleep.

As a second year student, I have found the exams during Christmas vacation to be much easier to understand.

Michael S. Joviet
333 Brown-Phillips Hall

Dear Editor:

I was heartened by your editorial considering campus community and student life. It seems to me that our campus is in need of some upbeat changes to make us a more attractive place. According to the newspaper, there have been some changes made on campus that seem to be better. However, I think that there are still a few areas that need improvement.

One of the issues that has been discussed lately is the possibility of having a student newspaper. I think that this would be a great addition to our campus life and would help students stay informed.

Another issue that needs improvement is the lack of parking spaces on campus. It seems to me that there are not enough spaces available for the number of students who need to park their cars.

I think that these are just a few of the changes that need to be made to improve our campus life. I hope that you agree with me.

Yours truly,

Peter J. Angel
Chairman, Notre Dame Young Republicans

Dear Sir,

This year's Dome is expected to be distributed by May 30. HM certificates will be required. . . . a "quote from the May 3 issue of "The Voice."

I would like to object to this. Notre Dame Corporation, in locating the 1107 computer system available to Notre Dame, has gone to much expense and trouble. The least that Notre Dame can do is to show its appreciation for this complex, costly and highly useful contribution to academic excellence is to refer to it correctly.

The term, the term "SGM" as used by the "Colorful" is in large letters written on a black background. It is much easier to read, and it is more appropriate. Finally, who really cares how the certificates are labeled as long as the desired output is expressed? Why care? I'm sure "Colorful" doesn't.

Did Notre Dame show its appreciation to the faculty in the reaction to "Goldfish"? But, if we demand true representation, shouldn't the same courtesy be extended to our benefactors?

Douglas Halder
222 St. Joseph Hall
**Fish Outlines Program for Fall**

By John Malsley

Jim Fish, president-elect of the Class of '67, has announced his commencement and some of his plans for the coming year. Dave Walsh will be social coordinator; Tom Pelaez, the academic commissioner; Mike Waton, the athletic commissioner; and Bill Brown, editor of the class newsletter. Fish is in accepting applications for twelve different offices on the junior Parents Weekend Committee.

**N.D. Officials**

Three University of Notre Dame officials attended the Six annual meeting of the Directors of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers in Chicago, April 20-23. They were Rev. Joseph Hoffman, executive director for admissions; Leo Corbach, administrative assistant to the vice president for academic affairs; and Richard J. Sullivan, director of academic records. Corbach was chairman of the Association's University Calendar Committee which will consider frequent social functions are planned for next year. Fish has already reserved Steen Center for Sunday after the Northwestern game. Class members by paying $3 per semester will be admitted at half-price to all class events. A advisory newsletter will keep next year's juniors informed of such events.

The "Newsie," which was published by this year's sophomore academic commission, will continue under Jim Cavanar, How.

**Meeting at Who**

wero during the sessions. With five other registrars he participated in a conference on "The Effects of Electronic Data Processing on Personal Relationships with Family, Students, and Staffs." More than 700 representatives of 600 colleges and universities attended the meeting. Major subjects explored included student record migration, electronic computer use, foreign-student research, and foreign admissions, legal implications and responsibilities in admission and records work.

**Civil Rights: A Rebuttal**

By Buck McFadden

The letter from Richard Walters which appeared in the preceding issue of the Vociie presented a dithersome case, somewhat narrow, argument. Insofar as I feel Mr. Walters' position is representative of a substantial percentage of our student body, I feel it is necessary to reply to his argument.

Mr. Walters holds that my position is "misleading" and "distort reality." This may be a legitimate claim if one assumes that the Negro enrollment and recruitment program backed by the Civil Rights Commission would benefit only Negroes. By implication he makes that this was the case.

No community can afford to have within it an alleged admitted of significant proportions. Such a community cannot function in a value system differing from that of the host community, places a threat to the host community in the form of social and economic cancer. Unfortunately, such a subcommunity exists in the country at the present time, and the core of this subcommunity is Negro. Furthermore, there is good reason to believe that these people are becoming integrated, not less alienated, and it is obvious that the Negroes have acquired leadership. While it is necessary to open our American Community to every person in this subculture, it is critical that we open it to the Negro leadership. History will bear out that there are two possible positions for a reigning community to assume: the front-front of an evolution or the bottom of a revolution. Obviously, the preferable position for our University Community to assume is the former.

If our University is truly as unique as Christian as some people make it appear as claiming, it follows that a Negro graduate of Notre Dame would be more spiritually and socially aware and responsible than a Negro graduate of another school. Furthermore, if one grants that a Negro college graduate has more potential impact upon his community than does his white counterpart, for the simple reason that there are fewer Negro College graduates, then it follows that a Negro Notre Dame graduate could be a powerful influence for the improvement and protection of our American Community. In turn, this implies that it is the duty of our University to produce substantial numbers of Negro graduates and leaders. It seems to me that in order to fulfill this obligation, our University would have to recruit significant numbers of promising young Negro leaders and convince them that their interests and those of American Negroes in general can best be realized within the framework of our American Community. Viewed in this context, the C.O.N.E. program of Notre Dame's enrollment and financial aid can be seen as enlightened self-interest, not discrimination.

I agree with Mr. Walters' emphasis on a "fair and equal" policy of admission and financial aid. However, in this connection I do not believe that "the pretensions of C.O.N.E. demand racial discrimination, and...", as the University's policy as an "accomplice" rather I think they demand intelligent compensation for discriminatory cultural influence.

In summation, then, I feel that the primary beneficiary of an increased Negro enrollment at Notre Dame would be the American Community as a whole, and the white Notre Dame students in particular—and that the dangers of short-sightedness in this matter are serious ones.

**Greatest thing to hit campuses since co-eds**

**Srs. Pick Miami**

The seniors class trip this year will be to Miami, Florida, to view the Notre Dame-Miami football game on the Saturday after Thanksgiving. The cost will be about $50. The seniors decided to go to Miami by a 10 to 1 vote.

**Correction**

That distinguished looking gentleman standing next to Fr. Hesburgh in the picture accompanying our Architecture Building dedication story was not Walter Grophius, as the caption erroneously indicated. He was Dr. Norman Gay.

---

**This card will save you money on summer vacation**

(One free from your S.M.O.C.)

Richard-McCarthy, 205 Walsh Hall Phone Ce 4-6690

Your Sheraton Man on Campus has a free Sheraton Student ID Card for you. (If you're faculty, ask for a Faculty Guest Card.)

With it you'll get discounts on room rates at Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns all over the world. Even in single rooms. (With two or three in a room, you save even more.) Good Deal.

Get in touch with your S.M.O.C.: 95 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns

---

**Radio Repair**

**308 St. Ed's**

**Never Need Ironing**

They're ironing while they're drying

**FaraPress**

**Never Need Ironing**

The luxury look is yours in permanent press, permanent color shifts of the softest fabric. double-ply, double-twill weave. Styled for wear on campus and off. And you have to always look neat.

**ONE WAY TRAILERS**

**BERTZ U HAUL**

232-1444

Please Call Early for

Information and Reservations.

**BERTZ U HAUL**

302 Lincolnway East

232-1444

Master Ply by FARA

only $798
By Jere Locke

With their 72-0 rout of the Old Timers, the Fighting Irish completed a perfect spring practice season, seemingly superior at this point to this year's team. However, there's little hint of any such fall sensations as far and wide as expected offensive spark that combined with Coach Ray's defense in '64 to produce a 9-1 season. Despite the victory margin, doubt remains as to whether we can overcome the ball with an attack almost exclusively on the ground for a better prepared and more inspired team than the Old Timers.

Quarterback Tom Schuman, a quarterback with running ambition who could take over next fall if he overcomes his all too frequent sophomore slump and shows up in setting up and releasing the ball, and hasn't shown the strong arm required to face the half short-yardage receivers. Bill Zich, who has been committed after the game that "we'll be able to come up with longer gains in the fall," his doubt is coming to Nick Eddy to do some to bring in his own come September.

Irish Golf Team Dumped by OSU

The Notre Dame golf team traveled to Michigan State last Saturday to face four Big Ten teams. The teams represented what could well be the core of the NCAA picks from the Midwest. Thus, it was a rather crucial meet for all concerned. Ohio State took the meet over the Irish who wound up in a two-way tie for second with Indiana.

In earlier years, the Irish had defeated Ohio State giving them an even score on that card. But in losing to Ohio State, the team was not without its triumphs. They were able to soundly beat Purdue, who had handed them their only previous defeat over the Irish, 159 to 124, Michigan State 157 to 118.

The meet should be a large part determining the opposite candidate, the class and should favorably with past offerings. The Irish could possibly a great season with a winning start. In the same fashion, Saturday they stuck to their positions.

At linebacker, jim Lynch is a candidate, obviously 'the class and should line up a while they become stronger. Against Michigan State, a rusty undefeated unit, Ohio State went 1-0-0; however, they could have put in a good performance against a formidable squad.
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The meet should be a large part determining the opposite candidate, the class and should favorably with past offerings. The Irish could possibly a great season with a winning start. In the same fashion, Saturday they stuck to their positions.

At linebacker, jim Lynch is a candidate, obviously 'the class and should line up a while they become stronger. Against Michigan State, a rusty undefeated unit, Ohio State went 1-0-0; however, they could have put in a good performance against a formidable squad.

But in losing to Michigan State, the team was not without its triumphs. They were able to soundly beat Purdue, who had handed them their only previous defeat over the Irish, 159 to 124, Michigan State 145 to 49.

The win over the Irish was the performance of a group of sophomores in the field's events. Bill Thorpe, who scored a second place in the triple jump with a 49' 1/2" effort, and Butler vaulted 15' 6" for sixth. This week the trackmen will travel to Minnesota for a dual meet and next to Pittsburg for a triangular meet with Michigan State and Illinois.

The season terminates on June 6th at Marquette-host to this season's Central Collegiate Conference Championships.

Sophomores order your class ring NOW at the NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE
By C.J. Vergara

Michigan Hands
Netters 2nd Loss

Michigan headed the tennis team its second loss of the season last week at Ann Arbor by a score of 6-3.

Pedro Rosello and Paul Bart-!

bald were the only men to win singles for the Irish, while the new team of Bill Willinger and

Vosburgh captured Notre Dame's role double points in a light tee set match.

Playing under the lights last night in the Kalamazoo Coliseum, the team rallied to de-

feat an inspired team and a noisy home crowd to claim the victory.

The Irish have a 3-2 re-

cord with four matches re-

maining for the rest of the year.

Rugby Game Sat.

The Notre Dame Rugby Club will host the St. Louis Bombers Saturday on Carterfield. The Bombers are the only team to beat the Irish in the last 26 games.

St. Louis is led by former Notre Dame football stars Jack Se- 


University of Notre Dame 21-day Tour, visiting England, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Italy and France. Flying from New York July 27th. All inclusive $665.00. Twin bedded room with bath where available, all meals, sightseeing by luxury coach, etc. Open to students, relatives and friends.

For further information, contact Peter Seifert, 44 Lyons Hall, or Catherine Travel Office, 1436 connection Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

The Irish Rugby Club won their Tournament. Both of these kicks were the only score of the game. Last weekend the ruggers won two games in the annual Midwest Rugby Tournaments. They defeated Minnecosota 10-0 and Indiana 5-4.

**UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME**

**Rugby Defeat Illinois**

The Irish Rugby Club won their 25th game in the last 26 starts Saturday with a 31-13 win over the University of Illinois.

Bob Mier opened scoring with a three pointer by Jay Fierello. Two additional scores by All Byrne plus Jamie Toohey's con-

versational kicks ran the halftime score to 20-0.

Notre Dame, playing without John Reding, John Morrow, and captain Mike Murphy, yielded more points than usual allowing the Illini to punch across two tries and a penalty kick. The Irish still managed 13 points in the second half to keep the game out of reach. The points came on Bob Corcoran's two tries and a Ben Beall score. Toohey con-

verted twice to run his team leading scoring output to 50 points.

Toohey has been respon-

sible for two important Irish wins this year. His three point penalty kicks won the Virginia Commonwealth Cup Tournament and The Notre Dame Invitational.

**Baseball Streak at 4**

Notre Dame's baseball team lost its fourth game in a row last Saturday, and the second in two days to Kent State, 5-3. The Falcons bumped the Irish on Friday, 5-2, after Detroit had turned the Irish 6-4, on Tues-

**EUROPEAN TOUR**

**THE NO. 1 WAY CHEVROLET**

What's your vacation plan—World's Fair, Yellowstone, Niagara, Mackinac Bridge, summer cottage? See us for the right Chevrolet so you'll make it in style. Like a lively Chevelle. Or the style and economy of a Chevyl II. Or a youthful Chevelle, favorite in its size class. Or a luxurious jet-smooth Chevrolet. The last three are available with the economical, spirited Turbo-Thrift Six. You can order a Monza with up to 160 hp. You can't find a newer car or a better time to buy one. Come in—pick yours now!
Three Penny Opera Year's Best

Theo Profs in Switch; May Ease Requirements

The introduction of a lay professor into the theology department is the highlight of the recent changes made in that department.

In the switch, 4 professors are coming to the university and 3 are leaving, although one, Fr. Connolly, is only taking a leave of absence, Fr. Shanley, who has taught Theology here for many years, is leaving to take over the Notre Dame Extension School in Theology at Purdue. Fr. Nealy, also a long-standing member of the Theology staff here, is traveling to the University of Miami (Fla.), where he will take over the Newman Club.

The four new professors entering the department are the result of the efforts of Dr. Schlitzer, who has stated that he would like to direct Theology here from perhaps just another required course to the status of a vital subject. Fr. Schlitzer explained the hope that the theology requirements will be limited in future years, with the exception of those courses on the freshmen level. He feels that this, plus the addition of new courses will enable his department to improve their methods, will allow those students interested in gaining a deeper insight into their religion.